1 Introduction

Typical sources of damage to buried pipelines include earth moving, excavation equipment, or falling objects. The resulting damage can affect the pressure carrying capacity and/or operating life of the pipeline and hence it is important to have guidelines/procedures for the damage assessment. Plain dents and dents with gouges are usually considered as possible causes of pipes’ failure, and some aspects of their structural behavior are briefly discussed next.

The behavior of plain dents has been studied extensively in recent years and it appears that plain dents of up to 24% of the diameter may not significantly affect bursting pressure—Ref. [1]. Other aspects of having dents in pipes include change of length, width and shape of the dent, and contact issues between indenter and the pipe’s surface and between the pipe and its support. These topics have been studied numerically and the results can be found in Ref. [2]. Reference [3] suggests that gouges placed at two regions of high strains, i.e., at the axial extremities of the initial dent, could affect burst pressure. Mostly experimental work, conducted in Ref. [4], emphasized the influence of soil support, pipe pressure level, magnitude, and orientation of outside force, on damage behavior. Reference [5] has introduced several equations for assessment of gouges in plain pipelines. It transpires that influence of gouges on burst pressure is dependent on their depth, length, and direction. A recent review of the existing experimental and numerical data on dented pipelines can be found in Ref. [6]. A need for “usable guidelines” to be developed in order to assist pipeline operators in their assessments of damaged pipes is made in this reference. Subsequently, a project sponsored by 15 oil and gas companies has produced the pipeline defect assessment manual—see Ref. [7]. The manual lists the best practice for assessing dented pipelines with defects. It also contains guidance for dealing with plain dents, kinked dents, smooth dents on welds, smooth dents containing gouges, and smooth dents containing other types of defects. All of the above references consider internally pressurized pipes. Structural behavior of dented pipes subjected to external pressure has also been studied in the past. For example, results of one such study are reported in Ref. [8], where 37 tests on dented cylinders subjected to hydrostatic pressure were carried out. Collapse pressures were found to be relatively insensitive to detailed geometry of dents.

Reference [9] indicates that the open literature contains data on about 420 experiments with various shapes of indenters applied to pressurized pipes, which had the $(D/t)$ ratios between 18 and 108. The largest number of experiments was carried on pipes with the $(D/t)$ ratio of about 50. It is worth noting that experimental treatment of dented pipes in which dents contain gouges is less frequent. Two such sets of experiments are mentioned next. The results of 24 tests on laboratory scale aluminum pipes are reported in Ref. [10]. Depth of dents and dimensions of gouges are given, for completeness, in Table 1, rows 1–24. All gouges were introduced to the external surface and all of them were axial. The next set is given in Reference [11]. Details of experimental and linear elastic finite element investigations into stress levels in mild steel pipes containing dents with external longitudinal gouges are provided. Authors report results from burst tests on dented pipes and compare the data with existing prediction procedures at that time. Dimensions of surface defects treated experimentally in Ref. [11] are also given in Table 1, rows 25–40. A common denominator of laboratory scale tests described in Refs. [10,11] is hemispherical shape of the indenter. The range of studied geometries in Refs. [9–11] influenced the choice of the $(D/t)$ ratio adopted in the current paper, i.e., $D/t=40$.

Dented pipes can be subjected to bending moment as a result of earth movement or due to the underwater currents. This has been addressed by a study of two types of bending moment, i.e., closing bending moment (CBM) and opening bending moment (OBM)—as illustrated in Fig. 1. The results of such, entirely numerical investigation, can be found in Ref. [12]. It is felt that tests on a carefully selected series of dented and gouged dents in a pipeline, together with backup finite element (FE) numerical analysis, would provide data that could be used to validate or modify the new and/or existing assessment procedures that are currently being developed by the pipeline operators. With this in mind, the current paper details experimental work on damaged, laboratory scale, mild steel pipes collapsed by bending moment. Details about the corresponding FE calculations are also given.
2 Model Preparation

All models were made by machining 5.7 mm thick, mild steel pipe from inside and outside to secure the outside diameter-to-wall thickness ratio, $D_o / t \approx 40$. The initial length of the pipe was about 610 mm and it was cut into three pieces, P1, P2, and P3—as shown in Fig. 2(a). This was done in order to minimize the pipe’s vibrations during CNC machining. Length of the middle portion was nominally, $3D_o$, with the other two parts having equal length of $1.5D_o$. Nominal wall thickness of all three parts was the same, $t = 2.1$ mm. All three parts were subsequently welded and an additional extension, 250 mm long and 6.75 mm thick, added at both ends. The above arrangements are depicted in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Six such pipe models were prepared and they are designated here as SP1, SP2, …, SP6.

The first three specimens were machined without surface defects whereas the remaining three were manufactured with surface defects whereas the remaining three were manufactured with surface defects.
Defects running axially. A single axial gouge was introduced at the center of anticipated dent in the fourth model. Two gouges, of the same dimensions, were introduced on peripheries of anticipated dent in the fifth pipe. Electrical discharge machine was used to create these defects. The sixth pipe had a larger defect introduced at the center of anticipated dent. The latter was introduced by standard machining.

Defects introduced by the EDM technique had the depth-to-wall-thickness ratio, $e/t \approx 0.47$, the length-to-outside-diameter ratio, $2c/D_o \approx 0.25$, and the width-to-wall-thickness ratio, $2w/t \approx 0.50$. The machined gouge had these ratios given by $e/t \approx 0.23$, $2c/D_o \approx 0.81$, and $2w/t \approx 1.20$. All gouges were introduced to part P2 prior to welding and prior to denting, i.e., they were introduced into the “near perfect” pipe’s geometry. Figure 3 illustrates these arrangements and a view of an axial, machined notch is shown in Fig. 4(b). Prior to testing geometry of all pipes was measured. Wall thickness was measured at 10 mm intervals in axial direction and at 15 mm in hoop direction. Pipes were also checked for straightness and for any ovalization. Average values of obtained results are provided in Table 2.

2.1 Pipe Support, Indenter, and Material Properties. During denting, each pipe was supported by a wooden, saddle type support of length $6D_o$. Its hoop span was 120 deg (see Refs. [2,9] for further details). Material properties of steel pipes have been found from uniaxial tests of coupons cut out from a pipe in longitudinal direction. These were subsequently machined flat with a nominal thickness of 2.37 mm and 20.0 mm width. A typical stress-strain curve, obtained for flat coupons, is shown in Fig. 5. Average values of obtained results are given in Table 3. Stiffness of wooden support has also been evaluated experimentally by testing $25.8 \times 26.1 \times 25 \text{ mm}^3$ block of wood in compression. Compressive force versus displacement is depicted in Fig. 6(a). This curve was subsequently used for the FE modeling of pipe support (see later). A solid, hemispherical indenter made from mild steel was used throughout. Its diameter, $2a$, was 34.7 mm and Figs. 2(b) and 4(b1) show the arrangements, which were used.

2.2 Denting Process. It is seen from Table 2 that all pipes were dented. Model SP1 was dented with no internal pressure, while the other pipes were pressurized prior to denting. The pressure level was maintained constant during denting. Denting has been carried out by pressing a hemispherical indenter to a prescribed depth given in column 4 of Table 4. Nongouged pipes, i.e., SP2 and SP3, were pressurized to design pressure, $p = 11.2 \text{ MPa}$, while all gouged pipes, i.e., SP4, SP5, and SP6 were pressurized to 50% of that value, i.e., $p = 5.6 \text{ MPa}$. Speed of denting was 0.1 mm/min. After reaching the prescribed depth of the dent, the indenter has been removed and internal pressure was released to zero. This caused some elastic spring back of the dent, and column 6 in Table 4 contains the final depth recorded for each pipe measured at zero pressure, $(\delta D_o)_{E}$. Figure 2(c) depicts a dent...
after removal of the indenter, followed by release of pressure to zero in a nongouged pipe. Figure 4, on the other hand, shows a closer view of part P2 for various models and at various stages of the experiment. Profiles of dents have been measured after completion of denting and at zero pressure. Typical plot of denting force versus depth of indentation is seen in Fig. 7a for the pipe SP5 while axial profile of the resulting dent is shown in Fig. 7(b) (half of its actual axial length). Full comparison of experimental results with the FE predictions is given later.

3 Bending of Pipes

Five pipes were subjected to bending after they have undergone denting. Arrangements for four-point bending are sketched in Fig. 8(a) for the case of OBM. It is seen from Fig. 8(a) that in order to avoid a local damage/buckling of the wall, two slightly thicker pipe ends were welded to each pipe. Rotation of a pipe has been obtained from two light probes, TR1 and TR2, attached to the pipe, as shown in Fig. 8. A photograph showing a bent pipe in the bending rig is depicted in Fig. 8(b), and a typical plot of bending moment versus pipe rotation is displayed in Fig. 9(a)—for the Shell SP3. Similar response has been obtained for the Pipe SP5, shown in Fig. 9(b). Prior to bending, all pipes were pressurized to \( P_{\text{bending}} = 5.6 \text{ MPa} \). This magnitude corresponds to 50% of a design pressure for nongouged, perfect pipe. The level of pressure was kept constant during bending. This was achieved by having a pressure compensator attached (see Ref. [9]). Loading was controlled by vertical displacement. Its speed rate was 0.1 mm/min. Loading was stopped once buckles developed in the pipe. For CBM, bulges appeared on both sides of the dent—as shown in Fig. 10(a). In the case of the OBM, buckles/bulges appeared on the opposite side of the dent near “P1-P2” and “P2-P3” junctions—see Fig. 10(b). The maximum recorded forces, for Shells SP2, ..., SP6 were in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( D_o ) (mm)</th>
<th>( t ) (mm)</th>
<th>( L ) (mm)</th>
<th>( P_{\text{denting}} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>Gouged</th>
<th>Bent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP1</td>
<td>84.20</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>505.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2</td>
<td>84.10</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>504.6</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3</td>
<td>84.08</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>504.5</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4</td>
<td>84.06</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>504.4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5</td>
<td>84.08</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>504.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP6</td>
<td>83.97</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>503.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
range of 59.0 and 72.0 kN. These values were converted to maximum bending moments ($BM_{\text{max}}$), and their values are provided in Table 4.

Maximum rotation of pipes, at collapse, was calculated from TR1/TR2 readings and the corresponding results are also given in Table 4. It is seen here that gouged models collapsed at bending moments not more than 15% below corresponding values for nongouged Pipes SP2 and SP3. There is also a small difference in the load carrying capacity between loading by the OBM and by the CBM. The latter loading mode appears to be the most detrimental although this is not a like-for-like comparison due to the existence of different defects.

4 FE Modeling and Analysis

4.1 Modeling of Dents. The FE models were constructed using PATRAN [13] and subsequent stress analysis was conducted using the FE code ABAQUS, Ref. [14]. Due to the symmetry of the problem, a quarter FE model, with the axial length of $3D_x$, was adopted, and Fig. 11(a) shows a typical mesh used in computations. Appropriate boundary conditions have been applied along all four edges of pipe’s quarter model. These were deduced from the symmetry conditions. The indenter was allowed to move only in vertical direction and the wooden support was fixed at the bottom. Detailed account of boundary conditions used can be found in Ref. [2]. Central area around anticipated dent was modeled using 20-node, reduced integration brick elements, C3D20R. Computations have shown that it was sufficient to use two layers of brick elements through the wall thickness. Two types of the FE models were constructed, i.e., a plain pipe without any surface defect for Models SP1, SP2, and SP3, and plain pipe with axial gouges in Pipes SP4, SP5, and SP6. The analytical rigid surface, used in ABAQUS, was adopted for modeling the indenter. Saddle support of pipes was also modeled as a rigid surface. Saddle support extended the full length of the pipe, and 120 deg in the hoop direction. Both rigid surfaces were available in ABAQUS as “analytical surfaces.” The advantage of using the analytical rigid surface option in ABAQUS is associated with smaller computational effort when compared with the use of rigid elements. More details about FE modeling procedure of pipes without defects can be found in Refs. [2,9].

Three FE models were prepared for gouged pipes, i.e., (a) with a single gouge at the center—for SP4, (b) with two gouges at the center—for SP5, and (c) machined gouge at the center—for SP6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{up}}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\nu$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{UTS}}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Applicable to models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>210.0</td>
<td>317.0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>460.0</td>
<td>SP1, SP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205.0</td>
<td>332.0</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>459.0</td>
<td>SP3, SP4, SP5, SP6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Typical stress-strain curve of pipe material obtained from uniaxial tensile test of a flat test piece](image1)

![Load versus deflection for a compressed block of wood used for a saddle support of a steel pipe (a). Comparison of experimental denting force versus dent’s depth curve with the FE results (b). The latter are based on modeling the support as rigid or as a support formed from elastic springs.](image2)
These defects corresponded to experimental models described earlier. All defects, as mentioned previously, were axial and located at the midspan of the pipe. Figures 3a–3c show the position and notation used for gouges in pipes.

4.2 Modeling of Gouges. The FE model was constructed first as a flat plate made from several solid sections. Next, the FE mesh was generated for each section, with checks for any duplicate nodes, cracks, etc., being performed. There were two areas where the mesh had to be refined, i.e., at indenter/pipe interface and at the gouge itself.

Vicinity of gouges was modeled with eight brick elements through the thickness and this was reduced to two brick elements further away from the gouge. Once “a flat FE model” was complete, “NMAP” feature in ABAQUS was used to map the plate into a pipe. Advantages of this method include a relative ease of mesh refinement and control of element aspect ratio. These features can be applied before node mapping into pipe’s geometry takes place. Figure 3(d) illustrates typical meshing around an axial gouge. Table 5 provides data about geometry of gouges in Models SP4, SP5, and SP6.

4.3 Denting and Bending. Prior to bending, pipes were subjected to indentation. There were two contact areas during the analysis, i.e., contact between hemispherical indenter and the pipe and between the pipe and its saddle support. The master-slave algorithm available in ABAQUS was employed here. Denting of each pipe was controlled by master node. Magnitude of its vertical movement was prescribed in advance. The FE analyses included the “NLGEOM” option in order to account for both material and geometry nonlinearity and large deformations. Coefficient of friction between contacting surfaces was assumed as 0.3. Two views of pipe being dented are depicted in Fig. 11. Figure 11(a) shows a side view of a pipe and the indenter. Figure 11(b) shows a closer view of the pipe being dented. Two layers of brick elements through the wall thickness are clearly visible. After reaching the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Denting</th>
<th>Bending</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F_{\text{max}}$ (kN)</td>
<td>$(\delta/D_o)_{\text{max}}$ (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt.</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>Expt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>12.11(12.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP6</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 Comparison of denting force versus depth of the dent with FE results for model SP5 (a). Experimental and computed shapes of dented profile along the axial direction (at the end of denting of model SP5) (b).

Table 5 Comparison of experimental and computed results for denting and bending of plain and gouged pipes. Note: (12.31) = corresponds to rigid support of model SP1.
prescribed depth, the indenter was removed. In the case of pressurized pipes, the pressure was released to zero. In the latter case, there was some spring back of pipe's wall. Figure 2 depicts the resulting dent in a plain pipe, and Fig. 7 shows the whole loading and unloading paths for Model SP5. The corresponding experimental curve is also shown on this figure. Axial profile of the dent is plotted, for Model SP5 in Fig. 7—where it is seen that the curve follows variation of the dent's depth measured experimentally.

Once the denting procedure was completed, the denting data, such as deformed shape, residual stress, etc., were stored for the second stage of the analysis, i.e., analysis of loading by bending moment. The nodes at the end of the pipe were connected to a master node at the pipe's center. Multipoint constraints technique was then used to impose the end-moment loading (via rotation of the master node). The bending moment analysis started from the last step/increment in denting analysis using “RESTART” option in ABAQUS. This was done to ensure that the residual stresses introduced as a result of the denting process were carried forward into the second phase of the analysis. The restart option contains several actions and they can be summarized as follows: (a) rigid support and the indenter were removed using “MODEL CHANGE” option (with one node being fixed to prevent rigid body motion), (b) pressurize the FE model to the required level, and (c) apply a bending moment via rotation of the master node until bulging occurs (this was done by applying the Riks method). It is worth noting here that application of OBM or CBM remains very simple when the above approach is used.

Typical plots of computed bending moment versus pipe’s rotation are shown in Fig. 9. Two types of meshing were tried for the pipe itself. The first was “uniform” mesh but it did not perform well in the contact area. The second mesh used concentric layout of meshing around the dent—see Fig. 3(d). This “tuned” meshing performed well and it was adopted for all FE calculations discussed in this paper. Also, checks were performed on the number of elements through the wall thickness. The results have shown that two layers of brick elements were the best choice. The adopted mesh had the elements’ aspect ratio not greater than 3:1. Further details about modeling, convergence studies, etc., can be found in Refs. [2,9].

Fig. 8 Arrangements for four-point bending of dented pipe. OBM configuration is shown (a). Also, a view of bent pipe in experimental rig (b).

Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental OBM loading versus pipe rotation, with the FE predictions: (a) for model SP3 and (b) for SP5. Note that welds at Junctions P1/P2 and P2/P3 was not included in the FE analysis.

Fig. 10 Photographs depicting bulges in pipes at the maximum, collapsing bending moments for the cases of CBM (a) and OBM (b).
dent’s depth grows. Contact patches have been measured experi-
mentally and they correspond well to the change of patches ob-
served during calculations—see Ref. [9] for further details. It is
also seen from Fig. 6 that there is a discrepancy between experi-
ment and numerically simulated slope on the denting force versus
dent’s depth graph. This discrepancy is larger during the initial
phase of loading. This has been investigated a bit further by analy-
zing stiffness of wooden support. A block of wood, from which
the saddle support was manufactured, was tested in order to ex-
tract wood’s stiffness. Next, the pipe’s support was modeled not as
rigid but by a set of elastic springs with the stiffness derived from
Fig. 6(a). Springs were attached to the pipe at all these nodes
where previously saddle support was. The obtained response
curve is also plotted in Fig. 6(b). It is seen that much improved
curve, i.e., more closely following the experiment, was obtained.
For example, the magnitude of denting force based on rigid sup-
port was, for SP1, $F_{\text{max}}=12.1$ kN while it was $F_{\text{max}}=11.6$ kN for
pipe being supported by springs. The latter value compares excel-
ently with the experimental magnitude, $F_{\text{max}}=11.7$ kN. The re-
mainng results quoted in Table 4 are provided only for rigid
support of the pipe.

The ratio of experimental collapse bending moment to the cor-
responding FE values varies from 1.20 to 1.23. It is seen from Fig.
9, for example, that the experimental and FE results start to di-
verge for rotations greater than about 0.07 rad and reaching the
above discrepancies at the collapse. The FE results level off while
experimental rotations still grow reaching a well defined collapse.
Cause of these discrepancies is being investigated.

For the case of the OBM, one possible source of the disparity
might be associated with the discontinuity in the vicinity of the
girth of welds (between pipe sections P1/P2 and P2/P3). A similar
disparity between test data and the FE predictions can be found in
Ref. [15] where a different FE software was used, and the running
pipe was not welded as in this paper.

5 Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Results

Comparison of experimental results obtained during denting,
being followed by bending, with relevant numerical results is
given in Table 4. The ratio of experimentally measured depth of
dents after completion of denting and removal of pressure to the
same ratio of results obtained numerically varies from 1.03 to 1.16
(Columns 6 and 7 in Table 4). Similar ratio for the magnitude of
denting force varies from 1.03 to 1.21 (Columns 2 and 3 in Table
4). It is worth noting here that Models SP2 and SP3 were dented
to $0.23D_o$ and largest discrepancies occurred for these models.
One possible explanation of these discrepancies could be associ-
ated with the use of wrong magnitude of coefficient of friction
(value of 0.3 was used throughout). Past calculations have shown
that contact pattern between rigid indenter and pipe changes as
dent’s depth grows. Contact patches have been measured experi-
mentally and they correspond well to the change of patches ob-
served during calculations—see Ref. [9] for further details. It is
also seen from Fig. 6 that there is a discrepancy between experi-
ment and numerically simulated slope on the denting force versus
dent’s depth graph. This discrepancy is larger during the initial
phase of loading. This has been investigated a bit further by analy-
zing stiffness of wooden support. A block of wood, from which
the saddle support was manufactured, was tested in order to ex-
tract wood’s stiffness. Next, the pipe’s support was modeled not as
rigid but by a set of elastic springs with the stiffness derived from
Fig. 6(a). Springs were attached to the pipe at all these nodes
where previously saddle support was. The obtained response
curve is also plotted in Fig. 6(b). It is seen that much improved
curve, i.e., more closely following the experiment, was obtained.
For example, the magnitude of denting force based on rigid sup-
port was, for SP1, $F_{\text{max}}=12.1$ kN while it was $F_{\text{max}}=11.6$ kN for
pipe being supported by springs. The latter value compares excel-
ently with the experimental magnitude, $F_{\text{max}}=11.7$ kN. The re-
mainng results quoted in Table 4 are provided only for rigid
support of the pipe.

The ratio of experimental collapse bending moment to the cor-
responding FE values varies from 1.20 to 1.23. It is seen from Fig.
9, for example, that the experimental and FE results start to di-
verge for rotations greater than about 0.07 rad and reaching the
above discrepancies at the collapse. The FE results level off while
experimental rotations still grow reaching a well defined collapse.
Cause of these discrepancies is being investigated.

For the case of the OBM, one possible source of the disparity
might be associated with the discontinuity in the vicinity of the
girth of welds (between pipe sections P1/P2 and P2/P3). A similar
disparity between test data and the FE predictions can be found in
Ref. [15] where a different FE software was used, and the running
pipe was not welded as in this paper.

6 Closure: Further Work

Some additional studies need to be carried out before some
definitive conclusions could be made. To this end, support of the
pipe needs to be considered in greater details. At the moment, it is
unclear how sensitive collapse bending moments are to the real-

istic support conditions. Surface gouges considered in the current
paper had rectangular shape cross section. Semicircular and
V-shaped gouges were studied by others. It is clear that a more


Table 5 Details about pipes subjected to bending. Models SP2 and SP3 had plain dents in
them while Models SP4, SP5, and SP6 were gouged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$e/t$ (%)</th>
<th>$2c/D_o$ (%)</th>
<th>$w/t$ (%)</th>
<th>$\rho_{\text{bending}}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Bending type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>OBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>OBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24.98</td>
<td>47.85</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>CBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24.98</td>
<td>48.08*</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>OBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>80.98</td>
<td>120.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>OBM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Model SP5 had two axial gauges of the same geometry and placed symmetrically with respect to the midlength.
Finally, the FE underprediction of the magnitude of collapse bending moments has been reconfirmed experimentally and there are no obvious reasons for the disparity. Hence, additional studies appear well justified here.

**Nomenclature**

\[ \begin{align*}
2a &= \text{indenter’s diameter} \\
c &= \text{half length of axial gouge (Fig. 3(c))} \\
e &= \text{depth of axial gouge running longitudinally (Fig. 3(c))} \\
gouge &= \text{machined or spark eroded longitudinal notch (Fig. 3)} \\
p &= \text{internal pressure} \\
p_{\text{bending}} &= \text{magnitude of pressure during bending} \\
p_{\text{denting}} &= \text{magnitude of pressure during denting} \\
t &= \text{pipe wall thickness} \\
w &= \text{half of gouge width (Fig. 3(c))} \\
(\text{BM})_{\text{max}} &= \text{maximum value of bending moment} \\
D_o &= \text{outside diameter of pipe} \\
E &= \text{Young’s modulus} \\
F_{\text{max}} &= \text{maximum value of denting force} \\
2L &= \text{length of pipe (}\ 6D_o, \text{ see Fig. 1(b)}) \\
\text{EDM} &= \text{computer numerical machining} \\
\text{CNC} &= \text{electrical discharge machine} \\
TR1, TR2 &= \text{displacement transducers (see Fig. 8(a))} \\
\delta &= \text{radial depth of dent} \\
v &= \text{Poisson’s ratio} \\
\sigma_{\text{YP}} &= \text{yield point of pipe material} \\
\sigma_{\text{UTS}} &= \text{ultimate tensile strength} \\
(\delta/D_o)_{\text{R}} &= \text{residual/permanent depth of dent at zero pressure and after elastic spring back}
\end{align*} \]
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